Facette ® Shades
Soft fabrics for subtle light control

2142

The elegance of fabric;
the ease-of-use of a shade
With its alternating vanes of opaque and translucent woven fabric, Luxaflex®
Facette® Shades create a unique soft effect allowing light to penetrate gently into
your home. The clean, space-saving design offers the convenience of a shade,
complemented by the beautifully understated elegance of textile composition.
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Facette® Shades

2142

2142

The attractive shades combine the stylish warmth of textured fabric vanes and the simplicity of a
window covering that can be raised or lowered in an instant. Sliding the opaque and translucent
sections past one another allow you to choose the perfect balance of privacy and light at any moment
of the day. Available in a range of contemporary and diverse colours - and even in up-to-date trend
tones - Facette® Shades are designed to blend in harmoniously with your style and furnishings.
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New vane sizes and colour range
Stylish and timeless, Facette® Shades are now available in three vane widths to suit your
windows, your room size and your outside view. You can also select your favorite colour
from our new range designed to offer a choice of subtle tones for each vane width.
To ensure that your Facette® Shades provide the best in contemporary design, the
collection will be regularly updated with additional trend colours.
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Facette® Shades
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New!

Vane siz
& colou es
rs

NEW! Small (4 mm): slim
elegance for even clearer viewthrough

Medium (7 mm): suitable for
almost every size and shape of
window

NEW! Large (14 mm): a strong,
spacious style for larger windows
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Made to suit every window
With its new vane widths, Facette® Shades now offer you more possibilities than ever before. Will you
select the ultra-slim new 4 mm (S) vane, the popular 7 mm (M) vane or the dramatic new 14 mm (L)
option? Consider the proportions of each window you are dressing, and simply choose the width that
best balances the overall effect.

Colours to match your home
You can choose the tone that best suits your interior from a contemporary and diverse range of
16 main colours plus 1 trend colour. The collection will regularly be updated with one or more colours
that reflect the latest fashion and design trends.
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Facette® Shades

2259

The stylish finishing touch
The fittings on Facette® Shades are colour-matched to your choice of fabric, unless you prefer to
personalise your shade with stylish white or anodized aluminium fittings. The vanes can be opened or
closed using a slim, matt stainless steel chain. Another new attraction is the elegant new white cord
weight, with a silver metal cord weight available as an alternative option.

Easy to use
You can open or close the fabric by sliding the translucent and opaque woven sections past each
other using the single control chain. The shade can be raised or lowered in both the fully open and
closed positions.

High quality
The innovative Facette® Shades fabric is made of high-quality fire-retardant 100% Trevira CS yarns for
peace of mind.
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Choose Luxaflex® Window Styling for a unique quality product with a five-year guarantee.
Luxaflex® Window Styling offer a wide range of attractive window coverings with an extensive
choice of materials, colours, designs, finishes and control options. Your dealer will ensure that
your Luxaflex® products are tailor-made to your requirements, and that they are delivered to your
home quickly and reliably.

Designed by Luxaflex . Inspired by you.
®

Facette ® Shades

Vertical Blinds

Soft fabrics for subtle light control

Elegant simplicity for larger windows

Roman Shades

Roller Blinds

Decorate your windows with a tailored, textured look

Express your style with an individual touch

Silhouette ® Shades

Venetian Blinds

Gentle translucency for an endless variety of moods

Create light control and privacy with this design classic

Wood Blinds

Plissé Shades

Nature’s warmth and beauty, in your home

Uniquely decorative, with a shape that suits your style

Duette ® Shades

Japanese Design Collection

Filtering light and insulating your home all year round

Create your own minimalist environment

for more information: www.luxaflex.com
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